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Essays on Ethics in Business and the Professions 1988
when john harsanyi came to stanford university as a candidate for the ph d i asked him why he was
bothering since it was most un likely that he had anything to learn from us he was already a known scho
lar in addition to some papers in economics the first two papers in this vol ume had already been
published and had dazzled me by their originality and their combination of philosophical insight and
technical competence however i am very glad i did not discourage him whether he learned any thing
worthwhile i don t know but we all learned much from him on the foundations of the theory of games and
specifically on the outcome of bar gaining the central focus of harsanyi s work has continued to be in
the theory of games but especially on the foundations and conceptual problems the theory of games
properly understood is a very broad approach to social interaction based on individually rational
behavior and it connects closely with fundamental methodological and substantive issues in social
science and in ethics an indication of the range of harsanyi s interest in game the ory can be found in
the first paper of part b though in fact his owncontri butions are much broader and in the second paper
the applications to the methodology of social science the remaining papers in that section show more
specifically the richness of game theory in specific applications

Essays on Ethics, Social Behaviour, and Scientific Explanation
2012-12-06
along the way she gives us the best feminist philosophy there is

Papers in Logic and Ethics 1976
r m hare is one of the most widely discussed of today s moral philosophers in this volume he has
collected a number of essays including one which is previously unpublished which fill in the theoretical
background of his thought each essay is self contained but together they give a connected picture of his
views on such questions as the objectivity and rationality of moral thinking the issue between the
ethical realists and their opponents the place in our moral thought of appeals to common convictions and
how to tell whether a feature of a situation is morally relevant
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Moral Prejudices 1994
this third volume of lewis s papers is devoted to his work in ethics and social philosophy topics
covered include the logic of obligation and permission decision theory and its relation to the idea that
beliefs might play the motivating role of desires a subjectivist analysis o f value dilemmas in virtue
ethics the problem of evil problems about self prediction social coordination linguistic and otherwise
alleged duties to rescue distant strangers toleration as a tacit treaty nuclear warfare and punishment
the purpose of this collection and the two preceding volumes is to disseminate more widely the work of
an eminent and influential contemporary philosopher

An Essay on Professional Ethics 1876
this new collection of essays opens with a pivotal essay not previously published on the implications of
the moral duties which arise out of concern for the well being of others the first part of the book
concentrates on the consequences of two central aspects of well being the importance of membership in
groups the role of belonging and the active character of well being that it largely consists in
successful activities both aspects have far reaching political implications explored in essays on free
expression national self determination and multiculturalism among others against the background of the
moral and political views developed in the first part the second part of the book explores various
aspects of the dynamic inter relations between law and morality offering some building blocks towards a
theory of law

Occasional Working Papers in Ethics and the Critical Philosophy 1998
in the diverse but related essays collected in values and evaluations julius kovesi s central concerns
are the nature of ideological thinking and the rational core of morality it is characteristic of
ideological beliefs that their truth is upheld independent of the arguments for them he contends he
examines ideological tendencies in the marxist tradition in attempts to demythologize christianity and
in modern british ethical theory in ethics he continues the attack on the fact value dichotomy he began
in moral notions a dichotomy he thinks has ideological sources in theology he argues that
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demythologizing is really a form of remythologizing a long study of moses hess s essay on the essence of
money is used to illuminate the early thought of marx

Essays in Ethical Theory 1989
in 1785 german philosopher immanuel kant introduced the categorical imperative for human persons based
on the sanctity of the moral law over a century later fritz jahr a protestant pastor and educator
expanded on kant s imperative offering an integrated view of living natural and social environments jahr
coined the term bio ethik bioethics and defined the bioethical imperative also based on the sanctity of
life as respect every living being as an end in itself and treat it if possible as such in this book 22
essays document the early european roots of modern bioethics and provide guidance for developing global
cultures in integrated bioethics series practical ethics documentation ethik in der praxis materialien
vol 15

Papers in Ethics and Social Philosophy: Volume 3 2000
alain badiou one of the most powerful voices in contemporary french philosophy shows how our prevailing
ethical principles serve ultimately to reinforce an ideology of the status quo and fail to provide a
framework for an effective understanding of the concept of evil

Ethics and Public Policy 1974
tom l beauchamp of georgetown is one of the founding fathers of contemporary bioethics and is
particularly influential as one of the co authors with james childress of principles of biomedical
ethics first published by oup over 25 years ago and a true cornerstone of contemporary bioethics this
volume is both an introductory textbook as well as a definitive expression of what is known as the
dominant principlist approach which views bioethical reasoning developing out of four key principles
respect for autonomy nonmaleficence beneficence and justice this view has been highly influential over
the last two decades and has set the agenda for the field this volume will collect tom beauchamp s 15
most important published articles in bioethics most of which were published over the last 25 years and
most of which have a strong connection to the principlist approach most of the essays included here
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augment develop or defend various themes positions and arguments in that earlier book both adding depth
as well as taking off in new directions among the topic discussed are the historical origins of modern
research ethics to moral principles and methodological concerns beauchamp will include a new
introduction to explain the history of the essays and their relationship to the principlist theory

Ethics in the Public Domain 1994-06-16
nine scholars bring a variety of backgrounds methods and points of view to 20th century moral questions

Values and Evaluations 2001
developing deontology consists of six new essays in ethical theory by leading contemporary moral
philosophers each essay considers concepts prominent in the development of deontological approaches to
ethics and these essays offer an invaluable contribution to that development essays are contributed by
michael smith philip stratton lake ralph wedgewood david owens peter vallentyne and elizabeth harman all
leading contemporary moral philosophers each essay offers an original and previously unpublished
contribution to the subject a significant addition to the field for anyone with an interest in the
development of deontology the collection is edited by a leading philosophical scholar

Essays in Bioethics 1924-1948 2013
the book the collection of five given papers and presentations from conferences between 2005 and 2008
are discussion papers the perspectives of the essays are based on biomedical ethics and legal
reflections the papers were presented on important international conferences and congresses included are
the following talks biotechnology and economy an ethical conflict of interest human biobanks trustees
and aspects of the current german discussion biobanking and genetic testing a comparison between
european countries and india new epidemics a chance for social rights justice and health and genetic
testing pharmacogenetics privacy and the responsibility of doctors in clinical trials the author hopes
that this collection will stimulate further discussion
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Ethics 2013-01-15
the fourth edition of ethics in practice offers an impressive collection of 70 new revised and classic
essays covering 13 key ethical issues essays integrate ethical theory and the discussion of practical
moral problems into a text that is ideal for introductory and applied ethics courses a fully updated and
revised edition of this authoritative anthology of classic and contemporary essays covering a wide range
of ethical and moral issues integrates ethical theory with discussions of practical moral problems and
includes three essays on theory written specifically for this volume nearly half of the essays are
written or revised exclusively for this anthology which now also features eleven essays new to this
edition as well as expanded sections discussing theory reproductive technologies war and terrorism and
animals content allows teachers to discuss discrete practical issues e g euthanasia focus on the broader
grouping of topics e g life and death or focus on common themes which bridge sections sexism moral
standing individualism and community section introductions not only outline the basic issues discussed
in the essays but relate them to theoretical perspectives and practical issues discussed elsewhere in
the book guides students with supporting introductory essays on reading philosophy theorizing about
ethics writing a philosophy paper and a supporting web site at hughlafollette com eip4

Standing on Principles 2010-04-28
in essays on the history of ethics michael slote collects his essays that deal with aspects of both
ancient and modern ethical thought and seek to point out conceptual normative comparisons and contrasts
among different views arranged in chronological order of the philosopher under discussion the
relationship between ancient ethical theory and modern moral philosophy is a major theme of several of
the papers and in particular plato aristotle hume kant and or utilitarianism feature centrally in most
of the discussions one essay seeks to show that there are three main ways to conceive the relationship
between human well being and virtue one is dualistic a la kant they are disparate notions one is the
sort of reductionism familiar from the history of utilitarianismm and one not previously named by
philosophers is implicit in the approach the stoics plato and aristotle take in their different ways to
the topic of virtue and well being slote names this third approach elevationism and argue that it is
more promising than either reductionism or dualism two of the essays are narrowly focused on hume s
ethics and one seeks to show that even kant s opponents have reason to accept a number of important and
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original kantian ideas finally the two last essays in the volume talk about ethical thought during the
last half of the twentieth century and the first few years of the twenty first arguing that the care
ethics of carol gilligan and nel noddings has a distinctive and important contribution to make to
ongoing ethical theorizing and to our understanding of the history of ethics as well

Ethics and Society 1966
the thirteen papers address various dimensions of the complex relationship between morality and
rationality most of the papers are new and they are generally at the cutting edge of current research
the collection is a substantial and important contribution to metaethics

Developing Deontology 2012-02-23
in recent decades many philosophers have considered the strengths and weaknesses of a virtue centered
approach to moral theory much less attention has been given to how such an approach bears on issues in
applied ethics the essays in this volume apply a virtue centered perspective to a variety of
contemporary moral issues and in so doing offer a fresh and illuminating perspective some of the essays
focus on a particular virtue and its application to one or more realms of applied ethics such as
temperance and sex or humility and environmental ethics other chapters focus on an issue in applied
ethics and bring several virtues into a discussion of that issue or realm of life such as sport
education and business finally several of the chapters engage relevant psychological research as well as
current neuroscience which enhances the strength of the philosophical arguments

Ethical and Policy Issues in International Research: Commissioned
papers and staff analysis 2001
introduction the present volume unites contributions by the leading figure of the vienna circle and by
two of his closest associates contributions that deal with an area of thought represented indeed in this
collection but certainly not the central one in the common picture ofthe circle s activities it is no
accident that an interest in ethics and the philosophy of action was particularly marked in what neurath
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was apt to call the right wing of the circle for them as for wittgenstein the respected
mentorofschlickandwaismanninparticular theadvancetobehoped for in philosophy consisted not solely in
freeing natural science from a confused sense of dependence on speculative metaphysics but also in
seeingthatotherareasoflanguageandaction hadto bethoughtaboutin theirownterms
whichwereneitherthoseofnaturalsciencenorthoseof philosophy as traditionally conceived the
scepticismofschlick about theprogrammeofunifiedsciencewaswellknown einheizwissenschajt he called it as
it might be boozified science and in sober truth the programme sometimes masked a left wing set of
values taken surely illogically for granted though the membersofthe circle entertained a wide range
ofpolitical views schlick s own contribution to the present volume is a section from
thenotesforoneofhisfinal lectureseries forsightofwhich wewarmly
thanktheonlysurvivingcontributortoourvolume drjosephschachter schlick sgrandsondra m h
vandeveldehaskindlyconsentedtotheir publication this section poses the problem we have outlined there
are questionsandaneedforclarificationinethics butthesenomoredemand a metaphysical solution than does a
similar situation in epistemology here as in his earlier problems of ethics l schlick sets his face
against thewholeprocess mostobviousin kant ofmakingtheconceptofvalue absolute one might say that for
schlick there is no unhypothetical imperative

Essays on Biomedical Law and Ethics 2017-10-10
the original essays in this book address the influential writings of peter a french on the nature of
responsibility ethics and moral practices french s contributions to a wide spectrum of philosophical
discussions have made him a dominant figure in the fields of normative ethics meta ethics applied ethics
as well as legal and political philosophy many of french s deepest insights come from identifying and
exploring the scope and nature of moral responsibility and human agency as they appear in actual events
real social and cultural practices as well as in literature and film this immediacy renders french s
scholarship vital and accessible to a wide variety of audiences the authors recognized for their own
contributions to the understanding of the nature of morality and moral practices offer new and unique
positions while exploring expanding and responding to those of french the final chapter is written by
french in which he provides both new philosophical insight as well as some reflection on his own work
and its influence this book will appeal to philosophers as well as advanced students and researchers in
the humanities social sciences law and political science
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Ethics in Practice 2014-01-02
just war theory as it was developed by the catholic theologians of medieval europe and the jurists of
the renaissance is a framework for the moral and legal evaluation of armed conflicts to this day just
war theory informs the judgments of ethicists government officials international lawyers religious
scholars news coverage and perhaps most importantly the public as a whole the influence of just war
theory is as vast as it is subtle we have been socialized into evaluating wars largely according to the
principles of this medieval theory which according to the eminent philosopher david rodin is one of the
few basic fixtures of medieval philosophy to remain substantially unchallenged in the modern world some
of the most basic assumptions of just war theory have been dismantled in a barrage of criticism and
analysis in the first dozen years of the 21st century the ethics of war continues and pushes past this
trend this anthology is an authoritative treatment of the ethics and law of war by both the eminent
scholars who first challenged the orthodoxy of just war theory as well as by new thinkers the twelve
original essays span both foundational and topical issues in the ethics of war including an
investigation of whether there is a greater good obligation that parallels the canonical lesser evil
justification in war the conditions under which citizens can wage war against their own government
whether there is a limit to the number of combatants on the unjust side who can be permissibly killed
whether the justice of the cause for which combatants fight affects the moral permissibility of fighting
whether duress ever justifies killing in war the role that collective liability plays in the ethics of
war whether targeted killing is morally and legally permissible the morality of legal prohibitions on
the use of indiscriminate weapons the justification for the legal distinction between directly and
indirectly harming civilians whether human rights of unjust combatants are more prohibitive than have
been thought the moral repair of combatants suffering from ptsd and the moral categories and criteria
needed to understand the proper justification for ending war

Essays in Ethics and Religion 1926
this volume is an edited collection of original papers on the theme of values rational choice and the
will the editor is a stanford trained moral philosopher and the organizer of a conference held on april
1 3 2004 the conference succeeded in bringing together a wide range of essays that dealt with most of
the central questions of moral philosophy today in both normative ethics and meta ethics theoretical and
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applied ethics and especially in moral psychology

Essays on the History of Ethics 2009-12-31
uniformly distinguished the cream of the philosophical thinking that has been done by students of
aristotle in this country and in britain in the last few years this compilation will mark a high point
of excellence in its genre gregory vlastos university of california berkeley

Morality, Reason, and Truth 1985
healthcare ethics law and professionalism essays on the works of alastair v campbell features 15
original essays on bioethics and healthcare ethics specifically the volume is in honour of professor
alastair v campbell who was the founding editor of the internationally renowned journal of medical
ethics and the founding director of three internationally leading centres in bioethics in otago new
zealand bristol uk and singapore campbell was trained in theology and philosophy and throughout his
career worked with colleagues from various disciplines including law and various branches of healthcare
the diversity of topics and depth of contributors insights reflect the breadth and impact of campbell s
philosophical work and policy contributions to healthcare ethics throughout his long academic career
campbell s emphasis on healthcare ethics being practice oriented yet driven by critical reflection has
shaped the field in vital ways the chapters are authored by leading scholars in healthcare ethics and
law directly engaging with campbell s work and influence the essays discuss essential questions in
healthcare ethics relating to its methodology and teaching its intersection with law and policy medical
professionalism religion and its translation in different cultural settings chapters also grapple with
specific enduring topics such as the doctor patient relationship justice in health and biomedical
research and treatment of the human body and the dead

Virtues in Action 2013-10-10
stephen darwall presents a series of essays that explore the view that morality is second personal
entailing mutual accountability and the authority to address demands he illustrates the power of the
second personal framework to illuminate a wide variety of issues in moral political and legal philosophy
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Integrating Ethics with Strategy 2012-10-08
this volume contains selected essays in moral and political philosophy by thomas hurka the essays
address a wide variety of topics from the well rounded life and the value of playing games to
proportionality in war and the ethics of nationalism they also share a common aim to illuminate the
surprising richness and subtlety of our everyday moral thought by revealing its underlying structure
which they often do by representing that structure on graphs more specifically the essays all give what
the first in the volume calls structural as against foundational analyses of moral views eschewing the
grander ambition of grounding our ideas about say virtue or desert in claims that use different concepts
and concern some other allegedly more fundamental topic they examine these ideas in their own right and
with close attention to their details as well as illuminating their individual topics the essays
illustrate the insights this structural method can yield

Ethics and the Will 2017-02-06
the recent well published cases of unethical behavior on the part of top level executives in business as
well as in government have given impetus to an increasing national concern with organizational or
administrative ethics indeed ethics has become the crucial focus in the study of administration as one
of the contributors to this work states american management has lost its soul corrupt and barbaric
managerial practices reported in the press and on television have eroded the public s confidence in
management leadership legitimacy in this volume ten scholars attack the issues of administrative ethics
in ways they think are most important interestingly most all of the essays return to the familiar theme
that organizational ethics is dependent on personal ethics in other words we must become better people
if we are to have better organizational governance good systems do not produce good people rather good
people produce good systems the essays in this collection describe a variety of ideas about how
contemporary management can incorporate ideas like personal integrity mutual trust and true concern for
others as the basis of organizational life in particular they acknowledge that ethics as a discipline is
changing there is a growing rejection of the attempt to justify all in terms of some version of science
there is rather a return to the systematic thought of socrates plato and aristotle and to the work of
the philosophers of the late middle ages answers to the problems of the ethics of administration will be
found as we struggle as the founding fathers did with the classic and eternal issues of human morality
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in action

Reflections on Ethics and Responsibility 1978
this remarkable work converses briefly but importantly with virtually every aspect of health care ethics
choice

Ethics, Value, and Reality 2017-01-23
interest in aristotelianism and in virtue ethics has been growing for half a century but as yet the
strengths of the study of aristotelian ethics in politics have not been matched in economics this ground
breaking text fills that gap challenging the premises of neoclassical economic theory the contributors
take issue with neoclassicism s foundational separation of values from facts with its treatment of
preferences as given and with its consequent refusal to reason about final ends contributions critically
engage with aspects of corporate capitalism managerial power and neoliberal economic policy and reflect
on the recent financial crisis from the point of view of aristotelian virtue ethics containing a new
chapter by alasdair macintyre and deploying his arguments and conceptual scheme throughout the book
critically analyses the theoretical presuppositions and institutional reality of modern capitalism

The Ethics of War 2008-02-03
offering a unique analytical approach cua focuses on the conceptual and dialectical aspects of confucian
ethics among the topics discussed are the nature and significance of the chinese confucian moral vision
of tao the complementary insights of classical taoism namely of lao tzu and chuang tzu and the logical
and rhetorical aspects of confucian ethics

Moral Psychology Today 1980
the essays in this collection belong to the tradition of naturalism in ethics the tradition goes back to
the beginnings of moral philosophy in ancient greek thought its program is to explain moral thought and
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action as wholly natural phenomena its aim in other words is to explain such thought and action without
recourse to either a reality separate from that of the natural world or volitional powers that operate
independently of natural forces its greatest exponent in ancient thought was aristotle in modern thought
hume and freud stand out as the most influential contributors to the tradition all three thinkers made
the study of human psychology fundamental to their work in ethics all three built their theories on
studies of human desires and emotions and assigned to reason the role of guiding the actions that spring
from our desires and emotions toward ends that promise self fulfillment and away from ends that are self
destructive the collection s essays draw inspiration from their ideas its twelve principal essays are
arranged to follow the lead of aristotle s and hume s ethics the first three survey and examine general
theories of emotion and motivation the next two focus on emotions that are central to human sociability
and that contemporary anglo american philosophers discuss under the rubric of reactive attitudes turning
to distinctively cognitive powers necessary for moral thought and action the sixth and seventh essays
discuss the role of empathy in moral judgment and defend bernard williams s controversial account of
practical reason the final five essays use the studies in moral psychology of the previous chapters to
treat questions in ethics and social philosophy the treatment of these questions exemplifies the
implementation of a naturalist program in these disciplines

Essays on Aristotle's Ethics 2018-10-25

Healthcare Ethics, Law and Professionalism 2013-03-21

Morality, Authority, and Law 2011-07-18

Drawing Morals 1988-01-01
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Papers on the Ethics of Administration 1987

Essays Metaphysical and Moral 1858

The Ethics of Aristotle 1994

A Primer for Health Care Ethics 2015-06-28

Virtue and Economy 1998

Moral Vision and Tradition 2018-07-02

From Psychology to Morality
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